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Practical Guide to Turntable Set-Up

INTRODUCTION
Disc cutting, vinyl playback, and
turntable set-up don’t readily translate
to the visual medium as well as, say,
war, sex, or a good old-fashioned alien
invasion. 

So I’ve tried my best to make the
video semi-interesting and perhaps occa-
sionally entertaining, by keeping it rela-
tively simple and leaving out the small,
head-spinning details, many of which
have actually caused “audiophile wars” to
break out among the bickering parties. 

VTA (Vertical Tracking Angle) is
one such contentious subject, as you’ll
read on another page in this file. I chose
to not bog the video down with these
controversies, preferring the old ‘60’s
adage: “Just do it,” to the paralysis
inducing, hand-wringing doubt occa-
sioned by differences of opinion regard-
ing even the most basic issues involved
in LP playback and turntable set-up.

For instance, a while back, my friend
and colleague Harry Pearson, founder
of The Abso!ute Sound, suggested track-
ing Dynavector’s XV-1s cartridge at 2.6
grams, though the manufacturer’s sug-
gested VTF (vertical tracking force)
range was 1.8–2.2 grams.

I conceptually disagreed with Pear-
son’s suggested VTF in my review of
the XV-1s because to my way of think-
ing, the designer of the cartridge best
understands the mechanical capabilities
of the suspension he’s designed. He
knows the force necessary for proper
tracking, and for locating the moving
coil within the most linear region of the
magnet system’s gap. 

Increasing tracking force by almost a
half gram above the recommended
maximum VTF must put some stress
on the suspension (which is, after all in
most cartridges, merely a taut piece of
thin wire), as well as move the coil
physically from the center of the mag-
netic gap, perhaps to a location beyond
the linear region of the coil/magnet
interface.  What’s more, adding a half-
gram of additional down-force will cer-
tainly change the SRA/VTA (Stylus
Rake Angle/Vertical Tracking Angle).

In fact, a VTF increase of 1gram will
decrease VTA/SRA by approximately 1
degree (the precise amount depends

upon cantilever length and compliance).
That is equivalent to lowering the back
of most arms a not insignificant 4 mil-
limeters!

Specifically to make a 1degree VTA
change in a Linn Ittok arm (Effective
length, 229mm)
requires moving
the arm pillar
slightly less than
4mm. Rega
arms (239mm),
a bit less than
4 . 2 m m .
B r i n k m a n n
(258) a bit less
than 4.5mm,
and the SME 12
and other 12"
arms (305mm),
almost 5.4 mm.

So increasing
tracking force
by almost 1⁄2
gram is equivalent to lowering the back
of the arm a not insignificant 2 mil-
limeters—a distance that VTA fetishists
insists makes a huge sonic difference!

Perhaps that, and not improved
tracking, accounts for the sonic
improvement heard by Mr. Pearson.
Well, then why not move the arm pillar
down 2 millimeters instead of doing it
by increasing tracking force beyond the
manufacturer’s recommended force? 

Of course this opens another vinyl
can of worms, which is, can you really
hear a change of VTA/SRA of 1
degree? And in the long run does it
matter? Given the wildly variable angles
at which records are cut, and have been
cut over the past 50 or so years of stereo
(because in mono it doesn’t matter since
all information is engraved in the
grooves laterally), what are you, the lis-
tener, supposed to do? Find the correct
VTA for every record in your collection
and then (if possible) change it for every
LP you play? Knock yourself out! I
don’t do that. I want to play music, not
twiddle with my turntable.

At this point in this discussion, per-
haps your head is spinning and you
want to stop reading and go back to lis-
tening. Then by all means do! Be my
guest! If you follow my simplified video

instructions you cannot go wrong. Your
records will sound great. You should
hear no audible distortion. 

On the other hand, if you want to
learn more and explore the controver-
sies, then keep reading!  Keep in mind

that even this discussion is a simplified
version of the math and science, which
can go on for days and lead to painful
migraines.  

What’s In The Groove?
The grooves in a monophonic record
are cut with lateral modulations only. 

The stylus need only wiggle side-to-
side to extract the music, and music is
what’s in the grooves: wave forms
engraved in plastic that are analogs of
the waves of air that originally struck
the microphone diaphragm, that pro-
duced a tiny electrical waveform analo-
gous to the wave of air that made it.
The pure analog recording and play-
back chain maintains the analog of that
original wave modulation throughout
the processing. While the wave ampli-
tude does get changed, sometimes pur-
posely as in the RIAA equalization
curve, and sometimes not, by various
kinds of inevitable distortion and loss,
the waveform engraved in the groove
remains an analog of that original wave
hitting the microphone. That’s the
“magic” of analog. 

The conversion of that analog wave
to data in the form of a stream of bits,
continues to improve, but there remains
something inexplicably mesmerizing
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about having the “living music”
engraved in the grooves of a phono-
graph record, waiting for the stylus to
trace the analog of the waveform to pro-
duce a tiny voltage that’s an analog of
that engraving, that gets re-equalized to
produce the full, flat frequen-
cy response of the original
music, that gets amplified to
create a bigger electrical ana-
log of that original wave of air,
that excites the coils in the
loudspeakers, that causes the
diaphragm to pulse and pro-
duce a wave of air analogous
to that original wave of air,
that reached your eardrum
that produces the final analog
that reaches your brain.

What could be purer than
that? Certainly not represent-
ing living, breathing music as
a stream of “1”s and “0”s! At
least not to me.

Perhaps you know all that,
but you’d be surprised by
how many emails I get from
readers asking exactly what is
the difference between ana-
log and digital.

Stereophonic records are
cut using the Westrex
“45/45” system, which
allows for four cutting stylus
motions: lateral (as in mono-
phonic cutting), right and
left groove wall modulations
at a 45 degree angle to a ver-
tical line bisecting the

groove, and vertical. However these
four motions can lead to an endless
combination of playback stylus move-
ments.

In researching information for the pro-
duction of this PDF file (to make sure my

knowledge wasn’t faulty), I came upon
conflicting information as to what these
movements convey.

A lengthy piece about the Westrex
system written when it was invented
suggested that the vertical modulation
recorded in-phase information (ie:
monophonic), while another reference
piece suggested the opposite (L-R or
out of phase information), which
reflects my longtime understanding of
the system. 

Needless to say, this caused a great
deal of consternation because I want to
be factually correct here. Stereophile edi-
tor John Atkinson confirmed my long
held understanding that the vertical
modulation represents out-of-phase
information. WAM Engineering’s
Wally Malewicz said both were correct
and provided a historical explanation
for the discrepancy.

The original Westrex standard did,
indeed, have vertical motion created by
“in-phase” signals. That is, if both
microphone diaphragms in a stereo
pair deflected inward, both cutter head
coils would be actuated in-phase,
resulting in equal cutter head deflec-
tion downward. The first non-com-
mercial stereophonic disc recordings

were made that way.
However, when the

RIAA (Recording
Industry Association of
America) got involved,
it insisted that the in-
phase modulations
(essentially the mono-
phonic signal) be
engraved in the
grooves laterally, thus
making the new stereo
records “compatible”
with older monophon-
ic cartridges that only
read lateral signals
(though, of course,
playing a stereophonic
record with a monaur-
al cartridge is not rec-
ommended).

In order to accom-
plish that goal, the
phase for one channel
of the cutter head is
reversed. Doing that
causes one coil to
“pull” and one to
“push” in opposite
directions, resulting in
lateral movement of
“in-phase” informa-
tion. “Out of phase”



information is engraved as
vertical modulations. 

Stereo cartridges are
actually wired with one
channel out of phase, so
that “in-phase” informa-
tion arrives in phase (from
horizontal modulations)
and “out of phase” infor-
mation arrives out of
phase (from vertical mod-
ulations). 

As John Atkinson
pointed out to me, having
the vertical modulations
represent the out of phase
information is one of the
reasons it is difficult to cut
a recording made with
spaced, omni-directional
microphones, containing
a great deal of bass. The
bass on such recordings
will mostly be out of
phase. “Up to a point,” he
wrote, “grooves can be
cut as wide as you like,
but the vertical cut is limi-
ted by the depth of the
lacquer.”

So that’s what’s cut in
the groove: four distinct
movements. And four dis-
tinct movements are the
only ones your stylus
should allow. Incorrect deflections gen-
erate distortions. This is why bearing tol-
erances are so important. It’s also why
some audiophiles are afraid of unipivot
arms, which seem to be able to wobble
where they shouldn’t. Properly designed
and set up ones don’t, in my experience.

RIAA EQUALIZATION
Were records to be cut with full fre-
quency response intact, bass excursions
would have to be so wide, the number
of grooves able to be cut on a side, and
therefore the amount of material able
to fit on a side, would be severely limi-
ted. Therefore, during the early days of
monophonic LP disc cutting, various
equalization curves were devised that
cut the bass response, and in a precursor
to Dolby™ Noise Reduction, boosted
the treble well above cutter head noise.
Record labels used proprietary cutting
EQ curves during those early days,
forcing hi-fi manufacturers to offer a
variety of inverse playback curves on
their equipment (FFRR, Columbia,
etc.).

A curve devised by the aforemen-
tioned RIAA became the industry

standard by the time of the introduc-
tion of stereo records. A close variation,
the IEC curve (International Engineer-
ing Consortium), was proposed and
adopted in Europe in 1976, and while
some modern phono preamps include
an IEC option (it modifies the curve in
the deep bass), most don’t. It’s nothing
to be concerned about, both because of
its similarity to the RIAA curve and
because of how relatively few records
were cut using it. However, if you own
a substantial collection of early mono-
phonic LPs, you should consider
adding a phono preamp that offers EQ
curve options.

When you feed your cartridge’s out-
put into a phono preamp, the built-in
inverse RIAA curve boosts the bass and
cuts the treble in a mirror-image opera-
tion that (hopefully!) restores the origi-
nal recording’s flat frequency response.
So while audiophiles are down on
“equalizers,” every time you play a
record, you’re using one—and a severe
one at that!

What follows is a reiteration and in
some cases a clarification and amplifica-
tion of what’s on the video…

STEP ONE:
LEVEL YOUR
TURNTABLE!
Using a spirit bub-
ble level, check the
level of the plat-
form upon which
you’ve placed your
turntable. If it’s sig-
nificantly off, level
it first. Dedicated
equipment and
turntable stands
usually include
threaded feet for
this purpose, and
some even let you
level each shelf, but
even if you have to
use a wooden shim
(hardware stores
sell them in packs
of 10), it’s a good
idea to begin with a
level, or nearly
level stand.

Next, place the
bubble level on the
platter in the area
where the stylus will
track the record. If
that area is not level,
level the ’table using
its threaded feet. If
that’s not an option,

improvise. Starting with a level ’table is
critical. Note: some platters are slightly
concave (lower at center) and the bubble
level will give a false reading. So place a
flat LP (preferably a 200g, such as a Clas-
sic Quiex SV-P) on the platter, and with-
out using a clamp, place spirit level on the
record, and then level.

INSTALL THE CARTRIDGE
That’s covered in detail on the video. Be
sure to watch the RM-5’s cartridge
installation for useful tips that can be
applied to any turntable and cartridge
installation.

VERTICAL TRACKING FORCE
Begin with the tracking force at the mid-
point of the manufacturer’s recommen-
ded force (if it’s 1.8g-2.2g, begin at 2.0g).
As you set horizontal tracking, the car-
tridge will move fore and aft in the head-
shell, causing your setting to change.
When you’re finished setting the hori-
zontal tracking, be sure to reset the VTF
to the midpoint recommended tracking
force. Don’t forget: for complete accura-
cy, VTF should be set as close to the
record surface as possible.
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HORIZONTAL TRACKING
GEOMETRY
As pointed out in the video, the cutter
head “chisel” moves in a straight, radial
line to the center of the record. Ideally,
the playback stylus should too. That
would keep the cantilever tangential to
the grooves at all times and the stylus
perpendicular to the section of groove
wall being tracked.

Unfortunately, many so-called “linear
tracking” arms are anything but. While
they appear to trace a radius across the
record, thus maintaining tangency to
the groove, most don’t. They either
suffer from “yaw” errors, which trans-
late into a series of small, tight, track-
ing error-producing arcs across the
record, or bearing play allows the arm
to move fore and aft, which also cre-
ates distortion. These tracking angle
errors create more and more frequent
distortion in my opinion than are pro-
duced by a properly designed, proper-
ly set-up pivoted arm. 

There are many other problems
associated with designing a true tan-
gential tracking tonearm, and, admit-
tedly a few designers have solved most
of them, but as with all technologies,
the solutions involve trade-offs. A
large horizontal mass (the entire arm
mechanism) must be dragged across
the record. Because most LPs are not
concentric, the large mass will shift
back and forth each half-revolution of
the LP. Unless somehow damped, the
back and forth movement of this high
mass (especially with essentially fric-
tionless air bearing designs), puts a great
strain on the cantilever, causing the coils
(in a moving coil design) to shift back
and forth, in and out of the cartridge
magnetic gap’s most linear region.
That’s but one of many problems to be
solved and again, designers of the better
tangential trackers have, for the most
part, solved them, but make no mistake:
there are still trade-offs involved in the
solutions.

In my experience, a properly
designed and set-up pivoted arm offers
the most attractive mix of low distor-
tion, high performance, ease of use, and
price, though if you are willing to spend
a great deal of money and endure the
hassle of air pumps and the like, the true
linear tracking arms such as the ones
from Rockport and Kuzma offer extra-
ordinary transparency, harmonic clarity
and spatial performance thanks to zero
tracking error. That said, a properly
designed and set up pivoted arm offers
iron-fisted bass and image solidity that

the air bearing arms I’ve heard don’t
accomplish quite as well, while being
fully competitive in the other areas.

Because a pivoted arm traces an arc
across the record surface, even under
the best conditions, there can be zero
horizontal tracking angle error in but
two locations in the arc across the
grooves. Those are commonly called
the “null” points. They are reachable on
this arc traced by the stylus because of
the arm’s overhang and offset angle.
The overhang is a specified distance

from the spindle forward to where the
stylus would sit, were you to move it in
front of the spindle to form an imagi-
nary line from the stylus, through the
spindle, directly to the arm pivot. Of
course you don’t actually do that to set
“overhang,” but that is to what “over-
hang” refers. Tonearm designers use
either an angled headshell and straight
arm tube, or an “S” shaped tube to cre-
ate the offset angle. Most modern arms
use the former approach.

Where those “null” points should
occur is subject to debate, and various
mathematicians have worked on the
problem and come up with differing
solutions. The two mathematician’s
names most familiar to vinyl enthusiasts
are Baerwald and Löfgren. Each came
up with an alignment designed to min-
imize tracking distortion, but based on
differing criteria.

Tracking distortion varies propor-
tionately with tracking error and
inversely with groove radius. In other
words for a given amount of tracking
error, there will be less distortion at the
larger circumference outer grooves.
Löfgren, whose analysis came first, in

1938, chose null points of 70.3mm and
116.6mm to minimize distortion in the
middle of the arc, between the null
points, while allowing slightly higher
distortion at the beginning and end of
the record. His thinking was that by
‘breaking up’ the distortion it would be
less noticeable. 

Baerwald’s alignment, with null
points at the 66mm and 121mm points
across the arc, minimizes average dis-
tortion across the entire record surface.
Most alignment devices use Baerwald’s

math, a few, such as
Wally’s, offer both, and
others, such as Rega’s, are
“custom” alignments.
Rega puts the innermost
“null” point closer to the
lead-out groove area, to
minimize tracking angle
error where distortion is
greatest and where large
scale symphonic crescen-
dos tend to occur.  

The point of this dis-
cussion is simply to make
sure you understand that
there are many solutions
to the tracking angle error
issue, that all of them
solve the problem in dif-
ferent ways, and that
essentially all are compro-
mises in one way or

another. In fact, all are based on a “stan-
dardized” beginning and end groove
area that is not always adhered to.

I happen to prefer the Baerwald solu-
tion, which is the most often used. If
you order a WallyTracktor, or purchase
a Graham arm, you get both Baerwald
and Löfgren alignment options.  Knock
yourself out “experimenting,” but I’d
rather just listen to music.

How Long is Long Enough?
Most tonearms range in length from
between 9 and 12 inches (pivot to stylus
distance). Advocates of 12 inch arms cite
the lower tracking angle error such
arms offer but that advantage only holds
true if your horizontal tracking set-up is
absolutely perfect because any set-up
error gets magnified by the longer
length. In addition, the longer the arm,
the more difficult it is to match the
rigidity of the shorter arms—a critical
factor in arm performance. What’s
more, hanging the weight of the car-
tridge further from the pivot creates a
greater moment of inertia, which means
the arm will not be able to react to a
warp as quickly as a shorter arm. The
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point I’m trying to make here is that
there are no quick and easy panaceas to
solve the many problems associated
with LP playback. So don’t ever think:
“9 inch arm good, 12 inch arm better,”
or “pivoted arm good, tangential tracker
better.” That works in the advertising
world, but not in the real one.

ISSUES OF MASS AND COMPLIANCE
Way back in the late 1960’s and early
1970’s, high compliance cartridges and
low mass tonearms were idealized. The
superiority of such a combination was
self-evident. Tracking forces of 3⁄4 to 1
gram were possible, combined with out-
standing ‘trackability.” Shure built its
reputation on it, promising low record
wear, among the benefits. Yet today,
most tonearms are medium to high mass
and most cartridges are low to medium
compliance. 1.75 grams to well over 2
grams are both commonplace and
acceptable. What happened? For one
thing, the rise of the moving coil car-
tridge. With the heavy coils and former
(the structure on which the coils are
wound) attached to the cantilever, com-
pliance had to be lowered. Yet record
wear is still basically a non-issue because
proper tracking, more than light tracking
prevents record wear (up to a point
where too much down force simply
crushes the vertical modulations).

The easiest way to conceptualize the
relationship between the arm’s mass
and the cartridge’s compliance is to
think of a car’s suspension, with the
springs being the cartridge’s cantilever
suspension, the tires the stylus, the road
the record and the tonearm the car
itself (for now we’ll leave the role of the
shock absorber out of the discussion). 

Put really stiff springs (low compli-
ance) on a very light car, and when it
goes over bumps the car will rise and
fall with the bumps, giving the passen-
gers an unpleasantly bumpy ride. Put
really mushy, soft springs on a heavy car
and the passengers will get an equally
bouncy, uncontrolled ride, though per-
haps one that’s not quite as bruising to
the kidneys. 

However, put appropriately soft
springs on a light car and the springs
will “give” (compress) and absorb the
shock when the car goes over the
bumps, allowing the car to deliver a
level ride to the passengers. Put appro-
priately stiff springs on a heavy car and
the passengers should enjoy an equally
pleasant ride. 

In addition, any spring (canti-
lever)/mass (tonearm) system will have

a resonant frequency—a frequency that
will excite the system, resulting in con-
tinued excursions beyond the initial
one caused by the road bump or groove
motion. In a vinyl playback system it is
critical that the resonant frequency fall
below music’s lowest frequency, yet
above “warp/wow” frequency. Gener-
ally, acoustic music’s lowest note is
around 16Hz. (the lowest “stop” on a
pipe organ). 

A record warp causes an unwanted
vertical arm/cartridge deflection. Wow
is caused by groove eccentricity, causing
the arm/cantilever to deflect horizon-
tally. Clearly you don’t want any musi-
cal frequency to “excite” the system,
nor do you want it excited by the pre-
dictable frequencies of “warp/wow,”
which is determined by the platter
speed. The platter rotates at 331⁄3 revolu-
tions per minute, or approximately 0.55
revolutions per seconds. Therefore the
ideal resonant frequency, both horizon-
tally and vertically should be above
“warp/wow” (4-6Hz), and below
music (16Hz.).

The generally accepted range where
the resonance should fall is between
8Hz. and 12Hz., though upwards of
15Hz. is acceptable unless you play a
lot of organ music. If the resonance
occurs at a low musical frequency, bass
will be muddy, but if it occurs higher
up, bass will roll off at 6dB per octave
below the peak, and bass could actual-
ly sound wimpy.

Now apply that scenario to the
arm/cartridge/record groove scenario.
It’s essential that the tonearm not
bounce up and down as the stylus “hits
the bumps” (vertical groove modula-
tions). Records are purposely “bumpy”
roads, which makes the mass/compli-
ance match that much more critical.
The arm should behave as a neutral car-
rier so the cantilever can follow the
groove undulations horizontally and
vertically unimpeded by reactive arm
movements. 

Combine a low mass arm with a stiff,
low-compliance cartridge, and you
have the light, stiffly sprung automobile
scenario: go over bumps and the car
will move “in-phase” with springs,
bouncing the car up and down. What’s
more, the system will have a relatively
high resonant frequency, so small,
numerous and commonplace pave-
ment deviations that should be easy to
absorb, might keep the car jittery at
cruising speed throughout your trip.

Looking at the behavior of the low
mass arm and low compliance car-

tridge, depending upon the mismatch,
groove deflections could cause the stiff
cantilever to deflect the arm sympathet-
ically with the groove undulations—
something you don’t want. Warps
might  push the stylus out of the
grooves entirely. Even were the combi-
nation able to negotiate the grooves,
the high resonant frequency would be
in the music. Depending upon where it
fell it could muddy and bloat the bass,
or actually roll it off, causing anemic
low frequency performance.

Combine a high mass arm with a
highly compliant cartridge and you
have the heavy, loosely sprung automo-
bile scenario: go over big bumps and
the car will undulate slowly up and
down, and pitch to and fro, perhaps
continuing to do so well after the initial
impact. The next bump would do like-
wise, and if it follows closely behind the
first, it could combine with the first
bump’s remnants and wreak total havoc
with the passengers’ ride. If the system’s
resonant frequency was low enough,
the problem could be more pro-
nounced at low city street speeds,
rather than at highway speeds, and lead
to constant bouncing and lurching.

Looking at the performance of a
high compliance, high mass
cartridge/arm combination, depending
on the specifics of the mismatch, there
would be a slow uncontrolled low fre-
quency bouncing and wobbling. The
tail might actually wag the dog, with
the arm, rather than the groove modu-
lations, causing the cantilever deflec-
tions. Warps might cause the cantilever
to collapse as the arm’s mass exerts
downforce. So just when you want the
arm to rise with the warp, it would do
the opposite, putting the whole system
out of phase! If the resonant frequency
fell in the “warp/wow” area, unwanted
low frequency excursions would be
amplified, causing amplifier power
sucking rumble, as well as mistracking.

These are extreme scenarios, but
they do demonstrate the mismatch
consequences with great clarity and
even a measure of drama.

Clearly, it’s important to carefully
match a cartridge’s compliance to an
arm’s mass. Roughly speaking, a low
compliance (stiff suspension) cartridge
is one rated at up to 10 CU (compliance
units-dynamic). Medium compliance is
11 to 20 CU, and high compliance is 21
and up.

Now for some math (ugh): CU,
using the older measurement system
equals 10 to the -6 power x cm/dyna
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(the displacement of the stylus per unit
force). The newer methodology is CU
= µm/mN, which equals micro-
meter/miliNewton. 1mN equals about
0.1gram. If a cartridge’s compliance is
10 CU and the cantilever length is, say,
6mm from stylus to internal suspension
point, changing VTF (tracking force)
by 1 gram will change VTA/SRA 1
degree. If you hear a difference by
moving the arm pillar 1mm, you’d
hear the same difference, changing
tracking force by 0.25 grams.

As for arm mass ratings, low (effec-
tive) mass arms are 10 grams and
below, medium is 11-20 grams and
high is 21 and up. 

The formula for determining the
natural resonance of the arm/car-
tridge system includes the effective
mass of the arm, the effective mass of
the cartridge and the dynamic com-
pliance of the cantilever suspension. 

Fortunately, you needn’t worry
about most of this since most car-
tridge and tonearm manufacturers
specify the compliances of their car-
tridges and the effective masses of
their tonearms. Most modern tonearm
manufacturers suggest the kind of car-
tridges best used with their products,
and retailers specializing in analog usu-
ally (well, at least often) can give you
good advice.

A properly designed test record can
actually show you both the horizontal
and vertical resonant frequencies of
your tonearm/cartridge combination,
without the use of test gear. The “tone-
arm resonance” tracks (one for vertical,
one for horizontal) consist of low fre-
quency tones identified by an announc-
er. Most also include an audible high
frequency tone. As the tones descend in
frequency, you will begin to notice the
pitch of the high frequency tone
becoming wobbly. At the resonant fre-
quency, the arm should begin to notice-
ably twitch, sometimes rather violently,
shaking side to side for the horizontal
resonant frequency and up and down
for the vertical one. Hopefully both will
be located within the ideal range. 

If you don’t see or hear one or both
of the resonances, you’ve got a big
problem: it means the resonance or res-
onances are located beyond the fre-
quency range of the test tones. More
likely than not, the resonance is higher
in frequency than the tones and well
into the frequency of music. The result
will be mistracking and potential record
wear at some audible frequency, and
less than satisfactory bass response. 

If your arm is pivoted, both reso-
nances will almost certainly fall at the
same or very similar frequencies
because the horizontal and vertical
masses will be the same. Why? Because
both horizontal and vertical move-
ments share a common pivot point so

the effective masses will be identical.
(The only pivoted arm I know of that
will have differing horizontal and verti-
cal masses and so probably different
resonant frequencies is Dynavector’s,
which features a unique ‘vestigal’ verti-
cal arm pivoted well in front of the hor-
izontal pivot).

Tangential tracking arms will almost
certainly have different resonant fre-
quencies for a reason that should be
obvious to you: the vertical and horizon-
tal effective masses are radically differ-
ent. The effective vertical mass system is
similar to a pivoted arm’s, consisting of
the arm’s mass and the weight of the car-
tridge hanging at one end of the arm, far
from the pivot point, and the counter-
weight’s mass hanging out, but much
closer to the pivot point. The horizontal
mass, though, consists of the entire arm
structure, including the counterweight,
which must be dragged across the
record. In the case of some air bearing
arms, where the rail and not the bearing
moves, the mismatch is compounded.

This vertical/horizontal mass dispari-
ty creates problems, which various
designers have attempted to solve in a
number of interesting and not always
successful (but sometimes successful!)
ways. For instance, in order to minimize
the horizontal mass of his air bearing

tangential tracker, one designer, John
Bicht, minimized the length of his arm
tube to little more than a stub. While
this worked as intended, it put the pivot
point very close to the stylus. When the
arm encountered a warped record, it
rose and fell at a more extreme rate than

a normal length arm,
causing the stylus to
describe a rather
extreme arc as it rose
and fell. The result was
audible “wow” as the
stylus literally moved
forward and back in
time as it tracked the
record. 

On one early version
of the Rockport air
bearing arm, designer
Andy Payor went with
light counterweights,
hung well back from
the pivot which
increased effective ver-
tical mass sufficient to
properly set VTF,
while lowering the
horizontal mass of the
entire moving structure.
However, with certain

relatively light cartridges, the vertical
mass was too low to bring the vertical
resonant frequency below musical fre-
quencies. The result was roll off below
the resonance and rather weak bass.

Eminent Technologies’s Bruce Thig-
pen’s ET2 arm features a fixed air bear-
ing and a sliding rail (the opposite of
the Rockport, Kuzma, and some oth-
ers). His horizontal mass reducing solu-
tion was to use a light, low mass thin-
walled rail. To minimize the amplitude
of the horizontal resonance, he spring-
decoupled the counterweight. 

The point I’m trying to make here is
that when it comes to analog playback,
execution counts as much as concept,
and perhaps even more so when it
comes to “tangential trackers.”  

One related pivoted arm tip: when
given a choice between a light counter-
weight hung well back from the pivot
point, and a heavier one hung close to
the pivot, opt for the later: it reduces
the moment of inertia, resulting in
more responsive and accurate tracking,
especially on warped records.

SILICONE DAMPING
“As long as you’re analogizing tonearms
and cartridges to automobiles and
springs, what happened to the shock
absorbers?” I hear car buffs asking.
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Well, that’s where damping and damp-
ing fluid comes in. The most effective
and sensible place to provide damping
in a car is where the springs are and
that’s where you’ll find the shock
absorbers. The most effective and sensi-
ble place to provide cartridge damping
is at the headshell. The only tonearms I
know that accomplishes this is/was the
pivoted one made by Max Townsend of
Townsend Audio, who put a pivoted
damping trough in front of the head-
shell to which was affixed a small,
adjustable paddle that sat in a bath of
silicone fluid, and the original linear
tracking Mapleknoll.

The swing-away trough was located
above the vinyl and had to be moved
out of the way to change records. Hav-
ing a load of goo directly above pre-
cious vinyl didn’t sit well with many
audiophiles, and the arm (based on a
Rega) never became popular. Never-
theless it worked effectively, as did
Shure’s mechanical damper located at
the front of its late and much lamented
V15VxMR. 

Today, arms from VPI, Graham,
Immedia, SME and perhaps a few oth-
ers, offer damping. The SME uses a
trough similar to the Townshend but it’s
located closer to the pivot as are Gra-
ham’s and VPI’s damping fluid wells.
Graham’s allows the inverted bearing to
be immersed in fluid. VPI’s is somewhat
less effective in that the fluid sits in a cup
below the actual bearing point. In any
case, given the popularity today of
medium to low compliance cartridges,
damping is less critical than it once was
(it’s essential for high effective horizon-
tal mass, ultra-low friction air bearing
tangential trackers in my opinion),
though once you’ve “fine tuned” an
arm/cartridge with an arm that offers
damping, you may think otherwise. 

If your arm includes a damping
option, by all means try it. SME’s damp-
ing paddle is easy to adjust up and down
in the trough. With Graham and VPI
you add fluid with a syringe-like device
and remove it with cotton swabs.
Adding a touch of damping can tighten
“woolly” bass, but if you add too much
you can overdamp the system and make
it unresponsive to where it sounds
“sloggy” and slow. So experiment, but
be careful not to drip any fluid on your
precious LPs. Once a glop of it gets in
the grooves it’s difficult to remove. 

SKATING AND ANTI-SKATING
As I demonstrated on the video, “skat-
ing,” the tendency of a pivoted arm to

want to move toward the center of the
record, thereby causing the stylus to be
biased toward the inner groove, is a real
problem, that most tonearm designers
feel should be addressed, even if it can’t
be with complete accuracy. It’s the
result of a “vector force” caused by the
drag force between the stylus and the
groove and the tonearm’s offset angle,
but beyond that, not being a physicist, I
won’t attempt a scientific explanation.
However, I will say it’s not the result of
“centrifugal” force as the arm’s travel
accelerates across the surface due to the
tighter groove spirals. 

As I reiterated on the video, the
amount of skating that occurs varies
across the surface of the record, varies
with groove modulations, varies with
VTF, and varies with the vinyl formula.
That makes solving the problem a
“moving target,” but that doesn’t mean
it shouldn’t be addressed. Better to get
it approximately right across the surface
of the record than ignore it!

Because skating is a dynamic force,

do not attempt to set anti-skating using
the flat, non-grooved “plateaus” found
on some test records. That is wrong. As
we showed on the video, I got surpris-
ingly accurate results following the
manufacturer’s instructions included
with the Pro-Ject and Rega turntables
and tonearms. Following the manufac-
turer’s instructions is a great place to
start when it comes to setting anti-skat-
ing, though as I found out “live” on
camera, VPI’s new anti-skating device
(highly recommended), provides too
much anti-skating force, even with the
provided weight at the minimum set-
ting. Fortunately, removing the weight

and allowing the pivot arm alone to
provide the force, proved to be ideal for
a 1.75 gram tracking force. That should
prove to be ideal upwards of 2 grams as
well. Perhaps by the time you read this,
VPI will offer a lighter pivot and
weight system.

I have found WAM Engineering’s
anti-skating device to be very accurate,
but not everyone will want to invest in
it. Do not use “maximum trackability”
test tones on some test records to set
anti-skating or you’ll be setting it way
too high.

VERTICAL TRACKING ANGLE/
STYLUS RAKE ANGLE (VTA/SRA)
Here we go! When records were cut
laterally (monophonically) Vertical
Tracking Angle (VTA) was a non-issue.
The motion was side-to-side, the styli
were round, and it didn’t matter at what
vertical angle the stylus “saw” the
grooves. Once vertical modulations
were introduced into the picture, the
vertical angle at which the stylus

“raked” the grooves became important. 
Why? While the cutter head

describes a radius across the lacquer
surface, and it appears to be directly
over the cutting surface, in fact, the cut-
ting stylus is pivoted, and offset slightly
from vertical. What’s more, it is (sort
of) sickle-shaped.

Now imagine a pivoted sickle in-
scribing both horizontal and vertical
modulations into soft lacquer. The hor-
izontal (lateral) inscriptions won’t be
affected, but the vertical modulations
will be angled or “raked.”

In playback, not tracking that raked
angle precisely will lead to intermodu-
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lation distortion—that is, distinct fre-
quencies will “co-mingle” to produce
new, unwanted frequencies that are not
part of the music. 

Ideally, you’d want to match the sty-
lus rake angle to the cutter head’s rake
angle. Theoretically, you can do this by
changing the vertical tracking angle by
raising or lowering the arm pillar, or by
increasing or decreasing the VTF
(tracking force). As I pointed out at the
beginning of this long, involved discus-
sion, because the pivot point within the
cartridge is much closer to the action
than the pivot point at the rear of arm,
small changes to VTF will produce
greater changes to SRA than small
changes in VTA.

So, it stands to reason and geometry,
“locking in” VTA and/or SRA is a good
idea, and that when you do so, the
sound should suddenly “lock in” and
become focused and precise. And that
is, indeed the case!

Unfortunately, the reality is, unless
you plan on diddling with every record
you own to get it “locked in,” it can’t be
done. Ironically, it is the VTA “fetishists”
who insist that they can hear tiny, less
than 1 degree shifts in VTA/SRA, that
damage their argument most!

Why? Almost every record you own
(unless, say, you are talking about
everything cut at Bernie Grundman’s
and pressed on 200 gram vinyl at RTI
by Classic Records, or everything cut by
Willem Makee at the Berliner master-
ing facility in Hamburg, Germany and

pressed on 180g vinyl at Pallas, etc.) will
have different “locked in” VTA/SRAs! 

Why is that? Were you to take the
time to research the history of this sub-
ject from the earliest days of stereo LPs,
you’d find wildly varying VTA standards
worldwide, ranging from 0 degrees to 15
degrees to well over 20 degrees.
Attempts by the RIAA to standardize
both the cutting and playback angles
were woefully inadequate and unsuc-
cessful, the result of the usual bickering,
infighting and disagreements. It’s a won-
der it didn’t turn violent! Given the rela-
tively limited range of VTA adjustment
provided by even the most VTA adjust-
ment friendly tonearm, it is impossible
to set correct VTA for every record
you’re likely to own-especially if you’ve
collected vintage albums. 

What’s more, even if it was standard-
ized throughout the history of stereo-
phonic LP playback, the nature of the
soft lacquer material, and variables in cut-
ting styli and their installation in the cut-
ter head, all conspire to muck things up. 

Because of lacquer “spring back,” or
the tendency of soft lacquer to want to
return to it’s uncut state (much as a
piece of raw meat “springs back” after
you press it in with your finger), by the
time the lacquer gets plated, it has
already begun to “spring back” to some
degree, and the amount will vary across
the surface of the lacquer, which means
during playback, the VTA will actually
change across the surface of the record!

In addition, the cutting styli vary in

shape and how they are installed in the
cutter head can vary each time they are
replaced. And of course, variable thick-
nesses mean that each time you cue up
a different weight LP, you’re changing
VTA/SRA.

And remember: different cartridge
manufacturers “rake” their styli and
cantilevers at different angles

Add it all up, and what do I con-
clude? Yes, play a record, and you can
change VTA or VTF (to change SRA)
and “lock in” the sound noticeably
when you manage to duplicate the
angle at which the cutter heard
inscribed the groove. However, because
of all the variables, locking it in for one
record does not mean it will be locked
in for every record, or even the next
one you put on the platter.

If your tonearm’s VTA is easily
adjustable, you could probably “lock in”
and note new records mastered at
known facilities such as Classic’s (cut at
Bernie Grundman’s), Analogue Pro-
ductions’ (cut at their own AcousTech
facility), and Speakers Corner (mostly
cut at either UMG’s Berliner facility or
at AcousTech). But as soon as you stray
from those known entities, you’re on
your own! Favorite records could be
“locked in” and noted (for me it would
be my Parlophone Beatles, Decca
Stones, original “Living Stereo”s, “pink
label” UK Islands, and I guess a few
others), but to tell you the truth, I don’t
do it. I’m more interested in playing
music and having it sound great, but
not necessarily “perfect.”

So what’s the best strategy for setting
VTA initially? Most contemporary car-
tridge manufacturers suggest beginning
with the tonearm parallel to the record
surface, and they specify a range of
tracking forces, with some also giving
you their “ideal” if your arm can track
at that force. You can bet that following
the manufacturer’s instructions is a
good place to start your exploration of
VTA. Choose the LP thickness most
important to you. If you’ve made a big
investment in Classic 200g Quiex SV-P
LPs, start with one of those, or a 180g
or whatever. I use a 180g LP because
then a 200g Classic and a standard 120g
LP will fall on either side of the divide. 

From that starting position, you can
experiment to find the “lock in” posi-
tion (see section coming up on what to
listen for) for any particular LP or label.
If you want to note the correct
VTA/SRA for every record in your col-
lection or by label, or whatever, knock
yourself out! I don’t do that. You could
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find the precise “locked in” position for
your favorite demo record, for instance,
so you can go there when you want to
show off your system. I don’t bother.

If your tonearm allows for VTA
adjustability, but not the convenient
kind, find a satisfactory position and, in
the words of Ron Popeil “set it and for-
get it!” 

Remember: if need be, you can
decrease SRA by increasing tracking
force and vice versa. 

While preparing this file, I read a
very interesting, detailed and useful
musing on this subject by Geoff Hus-
band, published on the website TNT-
Audio.com. With his kind permission I
have reproduced portions of it, toward
the end of this file.

AZIMUTH
If your tonearm allows you to adjust
azimuth, it’s well worth investigating.
If you’re using a unipivot, it’s manda-
tory if you hope to extract the most
performance from your cartridge.
WAM Engineering has been kind
enough to provide me with a voltage
to decibel chart (attached to this
PDF) as well as a form designed to
make electronic azimuth adjusting
relatively easy. 

As I demonstrated on the video, at
the very least, use a mirror on the
platter and with the stylus resting on
it, you should see the stylus and its
reflection creating a straight line. If it’s
crooked, adjust the arm according to
the manufacturer’s instructions, until
the line is straight.

However, using the electronic
method is far more accurate. While I
thought I explained it pretty well on
the video, I’ll go over it again here. You
will need an accurate digital voltmeter
and a good test record that has separate
left and right channel 1kHz tones,
preferably running two or three min-
utes in length each. 

Here’s how to do it, without using
WAM Engineering’s azimuth adjust-
ment device:

Begin by setting the voltmeter to low
AC volts (5V or less), and insert the
probes into your amplifier’s left channel
speaker terminals. Play the left channel
tone, turning the volume up until the
meter reads two volts or so. If you can
go a few higher without it hurting your
ears, four volts is fine too. Because of
rumble and other record irregularities,
the voltage will vary. Try to determine
an average value and write it down,
labeling it “big volts, left channel.” 

Now play the same left channel tone
again, but this time with the voltmeter
probes in the right channel amplifier’s
speaker terminals. This is the crosstalk
voltage (unwanted left channel voltage
appearing in the right channel) and it
will be far smaller, probably around .14
volts or so. Write it down, labeling it
“right channel small voltage.”

Now, without changing your pre-
amp’s volume control, reverse and
repeat the process, playing the test
record’s right channel 1kHz tone, label-
ing the 4 volts or so “right channel big
voltage,” and the crosstalk left channel
voltage “left channel small voltage.”

Now, convert all of the voltages to
dB volts (dBV) using the chart you’ll
find elsewhere in this file. Then sub-

tract the smaller right channel dBV
from the larger left channel dBV. That
is your left channel separation. Repeat
for the other channel.  Acceptable
crosstalk is 25dBV left to right and right
to left. Good is 30dBV and above that is
very good!

If the two dBV numbers differ by
more than 3dBV, you need to adjust
your azimuth. 

Begin by changing it slightly in one
direction (however that’s accom-
plished on your arm) and repeat the
procedure. If the results differ by a
greater amount, you’ve gone in the
wrong direction. Adjust in the other
direction and try again.

If the first azimuth change narrowed
the difference, you’re going in the right
direction. If you’re within 10 percent,
you can leave it, or move it a bit more
in that direction and measure again. 

If you’re even closer, good! If not,
you’ve gone too far  and will need to
head back in the other direction until

the two dB values are within 10% of
each other. Then you’re done. You’ve
minimized and equalized the crosstalk,
thereby maximizing channel separation.

Wally’s azimuth adjuster does make
the job easier. It includes a high pass fil-
ter above 500 cycles and low pass filter
below 2kHz that remove voltage-spik-
ing rumble, which will give you more
stable voltage readings. It also lets you
connect both amplifier channels as well
as your voltmeter to it. A front panel
mounted switch lets you toggle
between channels, which is a real time
saver. The device also includes load
resistors, allowing you to disconnect
your speakers so your ears don’t take a
beating from the tones.

Do not try to set azimuth by putting
one channel out-of-
phase, summing the
two channels and
playing a so-called
“azimuth setting test
tone” found on some
test records, and then
adjusting for mini-
mum sound. Each
coil in your cartridge,
and each channel of
your phono preamp
(especially if it’s
tubed) ,will have
slightly different sen-
sitivity, as will your
speakers. If you try to

set “azimuth” that way,
all you’ll be doing is
using your cartridge as

a balance control to equalize the output
of your system. The goal is to minimize
and equalize crosstalk, not balance the
output of your stereo’s electronics!

SPEED ACCURACY
If your ’table allows you to adjust speed,
use a strobe disc and make sure that
you’re running precisely at 331⁄3 and
45rpm. That goes without saying, but I
said it anyway!

“DIALING IN THE SOUND” BY 
EAR
Once you’ve gotten your turntable set
up “by the numbers,” it’s time to listen.
If you’ve followed the instructions care-
fully and done everything correctly, your
turntable should be sounding great.

You should be able to play a record
through from beginning to end without
hearing distortion of any kind. Playing a
well-recorded reference album, prefer-
ably one that was minimally miked, the
soundstage should be wide, deep and
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appropriately tall. Images should be
well-focused and stable. There should
be no “image-wandering,” or “pulling”
to one side or the other. The picture
should remain consistent from the
beginning of the record to the end.  

If the soundstage balance is not satis-
factory, check the balance setting on
your preamp (if it has one) and the
azimuth of your cartridge.

Even if it all sounds fine, it’s worth
trying to “dial in the sound” by ear.
Begin by backing off the tracking force
to the cartridge manufacturer’s mini-
mum recommendation. Remember that
doing so changes SRA! Play a recording
of a female vocalist and listen to the sibi-
lants as well as the overall smoothness
and integrity of the voice. Now listen
again at the maximum recommended
VTF. Play a few familiar records experi-
menting with VTF until you find a set-
ting that sounds best to you. Usually, the
lower the VTF, the more open, airy and
“fast” the sound, the higher the VTF, the
smoother, and “cleaner” the sound. If
you go too light, you’ll hear “break-up”
or a smearing. If you go too heavy, the
sound will get slow and overly smooth. 

I usually find the best VTF setting to
be slightly above the midpoint of the
recommended range, but it’s arm and
cartridge dependent. 

If your arm allows for easy
VTA/SRA adjustability, play a well-
recorded trumpet or female vocal
recording, preferably one with an
acoustic bass accompaniment (I find
Joni Mitchell’s Blue to be extremely
revealing). Again, you could set it per-
fectly for one record but there’s no
guarantee it will be the correct setting
for others. In general, if you set
VTA/SRA too low, bass gets muddy,
indistinct and sluggish. Too high and
the sound gets bright and edgy. 

If you play with VTF and/or
VTA/SRA and you don’t hear any
significant differences, don’t worry
about it! Just play your vinyl and
enjoy yourself!

“LOADING” MC CARTRIDGES
When it comes to resistive “loading,”
used to smooth out the frequency
response of moving coil cartridges,
despite the manufacturer’s suggested
resistive load, I find that it’s often a
matter of taste and/or interaction
with the particular phono preamplifi-
er you are using. In any case, many
manufacturers suggest such a wide
range that it’s almost meaningless (ie:
100 ohms to 47k ohms). However,

don’t be fooled into thinking “brighter
is better,” because the point of loading
is to tamp down peaks in the frequency
response in an attempt to get it flat, so
listen carefully before choosing,
because like a moth to a flame, the ear
tends to be attracted to “bright.”

If your phono preamplifier uses a
step-up transformer, try to choose a car-
tridge whose internal impedance close-
ly matches that of the transformer’s
input impedance. Otherwise the trans-
former will act like a filter, and alter the
cartridge’s frequency response. The
match doesn’t have to be exact, just “in
the ballpark.”  

CAPACITIVE LOADING FOR MM
CARTRIDGES
Because MM cartridges are now the
“bottom dwellers” in the cartridge mar-
ket, few users pay much attention to
loading, assuming that the “standard” 47k
resistive loading is appropriate in all cases,
and all but ignoring capacitive loading. In
fact, many MM cartridges should be
loaded at a much lower resistance.

In fact, there is a critical frequency
(Fc), above which the highs will roll off
at 12dB per octave, and below which,
there will be an unwanted response
peak determined by the resistive load-
ing. Clearly if you can optimize both
the resistive loading and the capaci-
tance, you can help assure extended,
smooth high frequencies. If your phono
preamp doesn’t allow any of this to be
adjusted, be happy with the perfor-
mance obtained by 47k ohm resistive
loading and whatever the specified
capacitive loading of your preamp.
However, you can calculate the opti-
mum resistive and capacitive loading

for your cartridge and determine how
well your phono preamp will do com-
bined with your cartridge.

The way to determine capacitive and
resistive loading, is to check the induc-
tance of the cartridge specified by the
manufacturer (in milli-henries). Calcu-
late the total capacitance by adding
your preamp’s pre-set capacitive (pF or
pico-farads) loading (unless it’s
adjustable), plus the tonearm and inter-
connect cable (not necessarily easy to
obtain!) and then do the math:

1 over 2Pi (3.14) times the square
root of the inductance times the capac-
itance. So, for example, if you can
determine your phono preamp’s capac-
itive loading (200pF for instance), add
50pF for the tonearm wires from the
cartridge clips to the RCA plugs (or
whatever yours is spec’d at, if you can
get it), and then plug in the numbers. If
your cartridge’s inductance is spec’d at
380mH and your total capacitance is
250pF, you’d have 1 over 380x 10 to
the -3 power times 250 times 10 to the
-12 power, which equals 16, 329Hz.
That means the highs will roll off at
12dB per octave above around 16K. 

There’s another calculation for the
optimum resistance (as opposed to the
“standard” 47K), which is referred to as
“Ropt.” To calculate that, it’s .707 times
the square root of the inductance divid-
ed by the capacitance or in this case,
.707 times 380 x10 to the -3 power over
250x 10 to the 12 power, which comes
out to 27.5k ohms, which is far off from
47k ohms!

However, if you had a phono pre-
amp with adjustable capacitance, were
you  to lower it to 150 pF and re-calcu-
late, you’d find the critical frequency

(Fc) would
now extend
out to 21,
080k, which
is excellent
and the
Ropt. would
c a l c u l a t e
out to 35.5k
ohm, which
is much
closer to
47k.

So if you
can adjust
capacitance
on your
phono pre-
amp and
you know
the induc-
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tance of your MM cartridge, you can
use the above formulae to know both
the optimal resistance and capaci-
tance, and hopefully be in a position
to optimize your MM cartridge’s per-
formance.

Get a math wiz to help you if you
can’t do it yourself. Or? Just enjoy your
cartridge at 47k ohms and whatever
capacitance your phono preamp is pre-
set to. However, if you do the math you
might find you have a serious mismatch
and that you’re not getting maximum
performance from your system.

THE TYPICAL MOVING COIL 
CARTRIDGE EXPOSED!*
Cartridge body — the structure that every-
thing else is mounted to. Nearly always
made of plastic or metal.

This drawing shows a “nude” or
“open-air” cartridge that has the operat-
ing bits and pieces all exposed. Other
cartridges may have a body that fits
over the operating bits and pieces and
conceals them from view, and this
enclosed body can be made from metal,
plastic, wood, or stone.

Some nude cartridges don’t have a
protective stylus guard, which can
make them a bit easier to damage than

a fully enclosed cartridge. Other nude
cartridges have a stylus guard which
offers full protection, and in practice
these are no more prone to damage
than a fully enclosed cartridge.

Mounting screwholes (one on each
side)— Some cartridges use plain holes,
others use threaded holes (which are a
LOT easier to use). Usually these are
for screws that are 1⁄10 inch in diameter,
or in metric 2.5mm or 2.6mm diame-
ter. Made from diverse materials like
aluminum, brass, and stainless steel.
The stainless steel hex-head (allen bolt)
are the easiest to use.

Output pins — usually from copper or
similar conductive metal, plated with
gold or rhodium on better cartridge
models. The normal color-coding is red
(right hot) green (right neutral), white
(left hot), blue (left neutral). Usually,
the cartridge will be designed so that
the right output pins come on the right
side of the cartridge when installed in
the tonearm, with the left output pins
on the left side of the cartridge when
installed in the tonearm.

Output pin block — usually made of
plastic, and used to secure the output
pins in place.

Front screw — the part that holds the
magnetic circuit to the cartridge body.
Do not try to tamper with this screw!
Chances are almost 100% certain that

the magnetic circuit will become mis-
aligned and you won’t be able to get the
performance of the cartridge back to
where it should be.

Magnet — made from materials like
Alnico, samarium-colbalt, neodymi-
um, and in some cases platinum alloys.
The part that provide the magnetic flux
required to create a magnetic field
inside the gap, so that when the signal
coils move, they can generate an elec-
trical signal.

Front polepiece — usually made of iron
(of various grades depending on the
quality of the cartridge), but it can also
be made of materials like permendur.
The shape can be simple on cheaper
cartridges, or it can be complex on
more expensive models. The part that
helps transport the magnetic flux from
the magnet down to where it is needed
—the gap (where the signal coils are).
The front polepiece usually has a hole
in it to allow the cantilever and stylus to
pass through and move unimpeded, but
some cartridges has a front polepiece
with a slit cut into it rather than a hole.

Rear polepiece — usually made of iron
(of various grades depending on the
quality of the cartridge), but it can also
be made of materials like permendur.
The shape can be simple on cheaper
cartridges, or complex on more expen-
sive models. The part that helps trans-

port the magnet-
ic flux from the
magnet down to
where it is need-
ed—the gap
(where the signal
coils are). Usual-
ly the rear pole-
piece is
equipped with a
hole to allow the
cantilever assem-
bly to be mount-
ed. Because the
rear polepiece
also serves as the
mounting sys-
tem for the can-
tilever assembly,
it should be
quite stiff and
free of reso-
nances.

Gap — an
open space
between the
front and rear
polepiece that
contains a pow-
erful magnetic
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field (created by focusing the magnet-
ic flux from the magnet, using the
front and rear polepieces). The signal
coils move within the gap, and gener-
ate electrical signal by virtue of the
magnetic field in the gap.

Together the magnet, front pole-
piece, and rear polepiece are the com-
ponents that form the magnetic cir-
cuit. Some advanced cartridges don’t
even use polepieces. They use mag-
nets to directly create the magnetic
field inside the gap.

Stylus — nearly always made from
diamond. A “nude stylus” is a stylus
that is made completely of diamond,
and is the type found on nearly all
high-grade cartridges. A “bonded dia-
mond” is a part-diamond part some-
thing else stylus consisting of a dia-
mond tip bonded to another material.
It is cheaper than a nude stylus, and is
therefore usually found on lower-grade
cartridges. The stylus is the part that
contacts the LP groove and transmits its
undulations into mechanical move-
ments (or vibrations) of the cantilever.

Stylii come in many different profiles
(shapes) and sizes, and usually simple
profiles like conicals and ellipticals are
cheaper and offer less performance than
hyperelliptical and line-contact profiles.
The various kinds of line-contact stylii,
including Fritz Gygers, van den Huls,
Weinz, Namiki microridge, Ogura PA
and some custom designs offer better
ability to reproduce fine detail, longer
life, and less record wear, but are usually
more difficult to set up than conicals or
ellipticals. In addition to the stylus pro-
files, stylii can come in the form of vari-
ous-sized blocks. Physically smaller (and
lower-mass) stylii again offer better abil-
ity to reproduce fine detail (particularly
at high frequencies), but are harder to
make and more expensive.

Cantilever — can be made from any
number of materials like aluminum,
boron, carbon-fiber, ruby or sapphire,
even diamond. Generally light and
strong materials will result in better per-
formance and are therefore preferred.
Various shapes and constructions are
also in use, such as solid rod, straight
pipe, and tapered pipe. The cantilever
transmits the vibrations from the stylus
(originating from the LP groove) to the
signal coils, which will convert those
vibrations into electrical signal.

Signal coils and coil former — Signal coils
are made from conductive wire like cop-
per, silver, or gold. The wire is invariably
very thin—50 micrometers is a very thick
coil wire, and some cartridges use wire

as thin as 15 micrometers. By compari-
son, a human hair is about 100 microm-
eters thick. The signal coils are wound
around a former or core, which can be
made from permeable materials such as
permalloy or iron, or non-permeable
materials such as plastic, carbon-fiber, or
ruby. The signal coils are attached to the
end of the cantilever, and move together
with the LP groove. The movement of
the signal coils inside the magnetic field
of the gap is what produces an electrical
output signal.

When the signal coils of an MC car-
tridge are wound around a permeable
core, the cartridge is called an “iron-
core” (or sometimes permeable-core)
design. When the core is made of a
non-permeable material, the cartridge
is usually called an “air-core” design.
Iron-core cartridges usually have
greater signal output voltage, and at
lower generator impedances (which
means less wire in the coils).

Conversely, air-core cartridges usual-
ly have lower signal output voltages.
While some air-core cartridges have
signal output voltages comparable to
iron-core designs, the impedance is
nearly always substantially higher. In
many cases, the loading of the cartridge
at the phono stage is related to the
impedance of the cartridge, so even for
similar signal voltages, the optimal
loading may be different depending on
whether the cartridge is an iron-core or
air-core design.

Suspension wire — made of diverse
materials like piano wire, stainless steel,
nylon and so on. It is a flexible, springy
part and is what allows the cantilever,
stylus and signal coils to move. It can also
be made in different thicknesses and
stiffnesses, and together with the
dampers, is what determines the “com-
pliance” of the cartridge (ie, flexibility of
the cantilever system). This is an impor-

tant factor that can affect the compat-
ibility of the cartridge with the ton-
earm—some cartridges work best
with tonearms of a given effective
mass, while other cartridges may
work better in other tonearms of
greater (or lesser) effective mass.

Front damper — made of elastic
materials like various rubber com-
pounds or synthetic elastomers.
Because the suspension wire is a
spring, it (as well as the cantilever)
has resonances which need to be
damped, which is what the dampers
accomplish. The cartridge can use a
single damper or multiple dampers,
of various sizes, thicknesses and

shapes. A single damper is simpler and
likely to be found on lower-grade car-
tridges, while multiple dampers are
more complex but can do a more effec-
tive job of controlling the resonances of
the suspension and cantilever. The
dampers have a major impact on the
sound of the cartridge, and need to be
adjusted precisely. Ideally the dampers
should be matched to the suspension,
cantilever and coils (actually the magnet-
ic circuit as well).

Rear damper — made of elastic materi-
als like various rubber compounds or
synthetic elastomers. Because the sus-
pension wire is a spring, it (as well as the
cantilever) has resonances which need to
be damped, which is what the dampers
accomplish. The cartridge can use a sin-
gle damper or multiple dampers, of vari-
ous sizes, thicknesses and shapes. A sin-
gle damper is simpler and likely to be
found on lower-grade cartridges, while
multiple dampers are more complex but
can do a more effective job and control-
ling the resonances of the suspension
and cantilever. The dampers have a
major impact on the sound of the car-
tridge, and need to be adjusted precisely.
Ideally the dampers should be matched
to the suspension, cantilever and coils
(actually the magnetic circuit as well).

Cantilever stopper pipe — usually made
from brass. This is the rear part of the
cantilever assembly, and is the mount-
ing structure for the suspension wire. It
therefore also plays a role in the sound
of the cartridge. The stopper pipe is
usually in turn mounted into a hole in
the rear polepiece.

Grub screw — usually made of a strong
material like steel. This is what secures
the cantilever stopper pipe in place.

RECORD CLEANING MADE 
DIFFICULT!
(reprinted from www.musicangle.com)

Shelter 301
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A newly designed Allsop Orbitrac replaces the one
referenced in this article. A far greater variety of
cleaning fluids and other record care products are
available today compared to 1995. However, the
principles outlined in this story continue to be valid.
Don't feel obliged to follow this regimen precisely.
Use it as a guide. –MF 2006
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THAT’S ABOUT IT!

Keep your stylus clean, keep your
records clean, keep you platter and/or
mat clean, and your records should last
a lifetime and never “wear out.” 

I have almost every record I’ve ever
bought, going back to the late 1950’s
and I don’t hear where record wear is a
problem. I have played my British
Beatle, Who, Kinks, Traffic (etc.)
albums hundreds of times for almost
40 years and they still sound better
than the CD versions, including the
high frequencies that supposedly get
“shaved off” after a few plays. The key
is record and stylus cleanliness and
good tracking! 

I wish you a lifetime of enjoyment
from your record collection!

Michael Fremer clockwise from top left: Shelter 90X, Brinkmann
EMT, Lyra Titan i, Dynavector XV-1s. 
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